
Stand Out & 
Stand Up

Show off the incredible work you do with a 
custom logo design that inspires, excites and 

helps your business thrive.

Don’t stay lost in the crowd, overwhelmed 
by competitors who don’t care about making 
a positive impact on the planet as much as 
you. It’s time to stand out in the crowd and 

stand up for what you believe in.

Your brand should be as 
impactful and inspirational as 

the work you do.



Low-ink, high-fashion logo design 
hits shelves for inclusive, eco-friendly 
and sustainable swimwear business 
‘Bawah Beachwear’.

Integrating nature and sport 
highlights Bearfoot Performance 
Paddlings deep respect for the 
outdoors and our relationship with it.

Multi-cultural, Earth inspired logo design 
helps charity driven, eco-friendly Bead the 
Change raise awareness for the planet.

Featuring swimsuits made from econyl 
(recycled fishing nets) Bawah Beachwear 
not only looks good, they also do good.

Outdoor adventure and stand-up paddling focused 
company, Bearfoot Performance Paddling teaches 
its clients both the skills they need to advance 
their paddling abilities, but also encourages strong 
connections with and respect for the environment. 

Through bracelets made from fair-trade recycled glass 
beads and econyl cord, Bead the Change donates all 
proceeds to notable charities and organizations such 
as the Carbon Fund and the Ocean Cleanup.



WHAT’S INCLUDED?

Impactful, Inspirational 
Logo Design Package

DISCOVERY

Introductory meeting with the Tortuga team (30 minutes)

Logo questionnaire

Research and understanding

Direction board

Development of three key messages

On-screen presentation of direction board and key messages

PDF of the direction board and key messages to keep for future reference

One follow-up meeting to discuss results of the discovery phase (30 minutes)

CREATIVE CONCEPTS

Up to three customized and creative logo concepts

Recommended colour palettes for each logo concept

Font suggestions and recommendations

Logo concept presentation, including sample applications of the logo

On-screen presentation of logo concepts

Feedback form

One follow-up meeting to discuss creative concepts and revision requests (30 minutes)

Choice of one creative concept to move forward with
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REVISIONS*

Two rounds of minor revisions on chosen concept are included in the project

*  Additional or major revision requests will always be accommodated and will be billed 
out at an hourly rate of $100/hr.

FINAL FILES*

Original logo artwork in vector format (AI and EPS)

Logos for print use (JPG, PDF)

Logos for digital use (PNG, SVG)

* Bonus: Social media profile sized logo

* Bonus: Brand board with logo variations, colour palette, and chosen fonts
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Now get out there & 
change the world!



Thank you for considering working with us! We love helping our planet-conscious 
partners stand out, tell your story and achieve more than you ever thought was 
possible. Through our unique and artistic approach to graphic design and our 
dedication to the highest quality experiences, we offer you full scope visual 
branding from thoughtful, conscious creative strategy, to custom logo and 

illustration work, to outstanding and memorable web and print experiences.

At Tortuga Creative Studio, we use our creativity and design 
experience to help you effectively reach out to your audience 

and make a difference to the world we live in!

We work with you to develop meaningful creative strategies and 
impactful graphic design, illustrations, and web designs that reflect the 
vision and values of your business or organization, and that inspire the 

support and commitment of your clients or members.

 In all of our business ventures we are dedicated to protecting and 
conserving the planet we all depend on, and helping to tell the stories 
of those who strive to do the same (like you!). Great design for us isn’t 
about simply looking good, it’s about doing good by giving back and 

doing our part for the Earth and all of us who live here.

Stand Out & Change the World.

Design that makes a difference

About Tortuga



Get in touch!

MADEBYTORTUGA.CA / HELLO@MADEBYTORTUGA.CA

https://www.madebytortuga.ca
mailto:hello@madebytortuga.ca

	Contact Us: 


